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Abstract
Images naturally appear alongside text in a wide variety of media, such as books, magazines, newspapers, and in online articles. This
type of multi-modal data offers an interesting basis for vision and language research but most existing datasets use crowdsourced text,
which removes the images from their original context. In this paper, we introduce the KBK-1M dataset of 1.6 million images in their
original context, with co-occurring texts found in Dutch newspapers from 1922 - 1994. The images are digitally scanned photographs,
cartoons, sketches, and weather forecasts; the text is generated from OCR scanned blocks. The dataset is suitable for experiments in
automatic image captioning, image–article matching, object recognition, and data-to-text generation for weather forecasting. It can also
be used by humanities scholars to analyse photographic style changes, the representation of people and societal issues, and new tools for
exploring photograph reuse via image-similarity-based search.
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1. Introduction
Vision and language datasets typically consist of high-
quality born-digital photographs paired with crowd-
sourced descriptions (Rashtchian et al., 2010; Hodosh et al.,
2013a; Young et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015b). Descrip-
tions obtained through crowdsourcing have several advan-
tages: they usually describe what can be seen in the image,
reducing the difficulty of visually grounding the words in
the image, and it is easy to quickly collect multiple refer-
ence texts. However, crowdsourcing takes an image outside
its original context, rendering the intentions of the photog-
rapher inaccessible. For example, does Figure 1 depict the
world-famous Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris or automo-
biles waiting at a traffic light? It is difficult to be sure, but
crowdsourcing affects our ability to situate the image in a
wider context. An alternative to crowdsourced descriptions
is sourcing images that naturally co-occur with text, such
as on photo sharing sites, social media, or in newspapers
(Feng and Lapata, 2008; Ordonez et al., 2011; Chen et al.,
2015a). The captions in these datasets often refer to specific
people (politicians, movie stars, etc.), emotions, or places
(Paris, my back garden, etc.) that are difficult to ground
against the images.
In this paper we introduce the KBK-1M dataset of 1.6 mil-
lion captioned newspaper images. Contrary to other vi-
sual datasets such as WikiMedia Commons, the KBK-1M
dataset contains images and captions that have been cre-
ated by professional photographers and journalists and they
are situated in their original context in the newspaper. The
dataset covers 72 years of printed newspapers from a va-
riety of media outlets, giving a broad topical scope to the
collection. The images are not digital-born, which causes
interesting and unusual noise artifacts due to the age and
quality of scanning printed paper. The images cover black-
/white and colour photographs, sketches, line-drawn car-
toons, and line-drawn weather forecasts; see Figure 3 for
examples from each category. The image captions were ex-
tracted via optical character recognition over known bound-
ary boxes.
We anticipate this new resource will offer a wide-range of
opportunities for interdisciplinary research. Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) and Computer Vision (CV) re-
searchers will find a challenging dataset for automatic im-
age captioning and multimodal image–sentence matching.
Humanities scholars will find a longitudinal large-scale col-
lection of images in context, that may enable the devel-
opment of big-data approaches to photographic and media
studies.
2. The KBK-1M Dataset
KBK-1M is a collection of 1,603,396 captioned images ex-
tracted from digitised newspapers stored in the Dutch Na-
tional Library (KB) Newspaper Archive. We extracted im-
ages and texts from issues printed between 1922 - 1994 be-
cause previous research shows an increase in the number of
published photographs in Dutch newspapers in the second-
half of the twentieth century (Kester and Kleppe, 2015). To
the best of our knowledge, the BBC News Database is the
only directly comparable dataset (Feng and Lapata, 2008).
The size, diversity of source material, and timespan of our
dataset make it unique among vision and language datasets;
see Table 1 for a comparison of KBK-1M against other sim-
ilar datasets of images paired with sentences.
In the Newspaper Archive of the KB, a newspaper issue is
stored as a set of scanned pages, with one high-resolution
JPEG per newspaper page. Each page is associated with a
set of metadata files which describe the locations of any
known images, captions, and article blocks. The image
and caption locations were manually annotated by trained
workers as part of a previous project at the library, we
use these annotations without further processing. The arti-
cle bodies and caption text is available as automatic OCR-
processed output. The images are high-resolution scanned
images, however, they lack the clarity of modern digital
photographs due to the aged printed paper source material.
Figure 2 shows an overview of how we transformed the raw
source material into the dataset.
Listing 1 shows an example of the JSON annotation format
used in the dataset. We serialised the caption, the title of
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1. A blue smart car parked in a parking lot.
2. Some vehicles on a very wet wide city street.
3. Several cars and a motorcycle are on a snow
covered street.
4. Many vehicles drive down an icy street.
5. A small smart car driving in the city.
Figure 1: The “Notre Dame Effect”: is this a photograph of the Notre Dame Cathedral or automobiles waiting at a traffic
light? None of the crowdsourced descriptions for image 56305 z in the MS COCO dataset mention the iconic landmark.
Dataset Images Texts Source
KBK-1M 1,603,396 Title and caption Dutch newspapers
BBC News (Feng and Lapata, 2008) 3,361 Title, caption, body BBC News Online
FiNGS (Kleppe, 2012) 5,344 Caption, descriptions Dutch Textbooks
SBU Captioned Photos (Ordonez et al., 2011) 1,000,000 Caption Photo uploader
Deja-Images (Chen et al., 2015a) 440,000 Caption Photo uploader
Flickr30K (Hodosh et al., 2013b) 30,000 Five descriptions Crowdsourced
MS COCO (Chen et al., 2015b) 164,062 Five descriptions Crowdsourced
Table 1: Comparison of several news image datasets, user-captioned images, and crowd-sourced described images. For a
more comprehensive overview, see Ferraro et al. (2015) and Bernardi et al. (2016).
the newspaper issue, the date of publication, and the iden-
tifiers of the content and text blocks in the original repos-
itory metadata document. Each newspaper issue is stored
with a unique identifier linking an image – caption pair di-
rectly back to the newspaper issue ID from the Newspaper
Archive. The images are broken down by year of publica-
tion and are available as year-by-year ZIP files at the Na-
tional Library of the Netherlands. A request for access can
be submitted to dataservices@kb.nl in order to com-
ply with Dutch copyright agreements.
3. Use Cases
We present three use cases for the KBK-1M dataset, cov-
ering computer vision (CV), Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Humanities research. We welcome new use-
cases from these and other communities.
3.1. CV & NLP: Automatic Image Captioning
and Multimodal Ranking
Image-to-text generation is the task of automatically gen-
erating the description of an image using only the visual
input. This task has received a great deal of attention in re-
cent years (Farhadi et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2011; Li et al.,
2011; Mitchell et al., 2012; Yatskar et al., 2014; Elliott and
de Vries, 2015; Vinyals et al., 2015; Karpathy and Fei-
Fei, 2015; Mao et al., 2015) and represents a strong chal-
lenge at the intersection of CV and NLP research. Most
datasets for this task are based on crowdsourced descrip-
tions, from which visual features and words can more easily
co-reference. In the KBK-1M dataset there is no guarantee
the captions will refer to anything depicted in the image.
Therefore, it is not possible to directly learn literal descrip-
tion models. Furthermore, off-the-shelf object recognition
methods are unlikely to work on scanned black-and-white
images.
An alternative use for this dataset is Multimodal Ranking.
This is the task of finding the sentence that best describes
an image, and vice-versa (Hodosh et al., 2013b). The KBK-
1M dataset contains images paired with captions, making it
suitable for large-scale multimodal matching experiments.
3.2. NLP: Data-to-Text Generation
Data-to-Text Generation is a well-studied problem in Natu-
ral Language Generation (Konstas and Lapata, 2012, inter-
alia). The task is framed as transforming database records
into natural language, such as WeatherGov records with
structured weather observation data. One possible use for
the KBK-1M dataset is the development of a new method of
Data-to-Text Generation, conditioned on weather-forecast
sketches. The newspaper weather forecasts contain rich
visual data, including isobar charts, temperatures, weather
fronts, and major city names. Gold-standard weather data
can be found in the formal records from the Royal Nether-
lands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) Data Centre.
3.3. Humanities: Image Reuse Through Time
Within the Humanities domain, photographs are increas-
ingly being considered as historical source (Burke, 2006),
as means to study photographic style changes (Manovich,
2009), and as source for studies on the representation of
people and processes (Kleppe, 2013). One particular appli-
cation of the KBK-1M dataset is the study of the reuse of
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Figure 2: An example of an image and caption extracted from the front page of the January 27th 1951 issue of the De
nieuwsgier. The image (red) and caption (black) are gold-standard annotated in the KB Newspaper Archive. We automati-
cally extract the image and text from inside these annotations and save the resulting content as JPEG and JSON data.
(a) Flintstones. (Source: De Telegraaf, 06-01-1969)
(b) De graafwerkzaamheden voor -de bouw van vier school lokalen,
toegezegd door de heer H. Rochcreau van het EEG-ontwikkelingsfoads ti-
jdens diens bezoek aan Bonaire, zijn reeds begonnen. (Source: Amigoe di
Curacao : weekblad voor de Curacaosche eilanden, 19-02-1968)
(c) Weer in Europa (Source: De Tijd, 02-12-1967)
Figure 3: The KBK-1M dataset contains comic strips, portrait and scene photographs, political cartoons, and weather maps.
photographs. Recent research has shown that the visuali-
sation of news through photographs has exploded since the
second half of the 20th century (Kester and Kleppe, 2015).
This has also given rise to the recontextualisation of pho-
tographs in different contexts. However, the analysis of
the reuse of imagery is currently cumbersome and labour-
intensive because researchers need to manually study the
source material. Nevertheless, workflows emerging in the
field of Digital Humanities offer the possibility to refine this
process. In particular, it has become feasible to use tools
based on deep learning techniques from the field of com-
puter vision. It is now possible to reliably recognise thou-
sands of objects in images in ways that are similar to the
way in which in natural language words, sentences, or para-
graphs can be analysed without the prior need to manually
define input features (LeCun et al., 2015). The latter tech-
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Listing 1: JSON Metadata Format
{
"caption": "\n\t\n\tDe Burmese minister van
buitenlandse zaken vertoeft te Djakarta
met enige leden van zijn staf; hij werd
op Kemajoran verwelkomd door
Indonesische autoriteiten en de Burmese
ambassadeur. (Ipphos) j\n",
"paper_title": "De nieuwsgier",
"page": 1,
"content_block_url": "http://imageviewer.kb.
nl/ImagingService/imagingService?id=ddd
:010474896:mpeg21:p001:image&colour=
fefe56&s=0&x=2463&y=4545&w=1589&h=790",
"text_block": "ddd:010474896:mpeg21:a0018",
"content_block": "P1_CB00003",
"date": "1951/01/27 00:00:00",
"image_name": "1951/DDD:ddd:010474896:mpeg21/
p001-P1_CB00003.jpg",
"jp2_url": "http://imageviewer.kb.nl/
ImagingService/imagingService?id=ddd
:010474896:mpeg21:p001:image",
"alto_url": "http://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?
urn=ddd:010474896:mpeg21:a0018:ocr"
}
nique is relevant for the exploration of photo archives based
on image caption text. However, in order to develop and de-
ploy these techniques, a large dataset is needed. Given the
size and multimodality of the KBK-1M dataset, research-
ing the reuse of photographs by using automated recogni-
tion of photographs has now become feasible. Arguably
the research agenda of the Digital Humanities is dominated
by text-based research (Zundert and Dalen-Oskam, 2014;
Ordelman et al., 2014). KBK-1M has the potential of con-
tributing to the enrichment of this agenda by facilitating re-
search that requires the availability of contextualized image
data.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we introduced the KBK-1M dataset of news-
paper images paired with captions. The collection spans
Dutch printed newspapers from 1922 - 1994, encompass-
ing over 1.6 million images. The size, variety, and longitu-
dinal nature of KBK-1M offers a novel dataset for NLP and
CV research, and also provides a rich image collection for
humanities and media scholars.
KBK-1M provides a large-scale resource for future re-
search on automatic image captioning, multimodal match-
ing, and data-to-text generation. Historians and photogra-
phers will find a wealth of new data within the collection,
that enables them to quickly identify relevant content with-
out the painstaking manual analysis of individual newspa-
pers. We encourage interested parties to develop new inter-
faces to the Newspaper Archive that leverage the image-text
corpus we have presented here.
In future, we plan to release an even larger dataset of every
gold-standard annotation in the Newspaper Archive from
1900 - 1994. We will also attempt to separate sketches (car-
toons and weather reports) from the photographs, making it
easier to work with specific subsets of the data.
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